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The thesis describes three distinct scientific instruments de-

signed 311(, built for the expediency of x·esearch physicists and to 

render the results of their investigations more accurate and re-

liable. The work was done~ as part of the Author's normal duties~ 

in the Electret echnology Subdivision of the South African National 

~hysical Laboratory~ ~retoria. 

1. .A:n E~ eQ.tro:::~ec..h~I!~_9.§:!:-_Cr:vs1~1 S~ru_£~~~~__Eact9_~_QomJ2Ut§l: is 

presented in the exact form in which it was accepted for pu

blication by The Review of Scientific Instruments (and sche

duled to appear in November or December of 1956)~ except for 

Appendix II which is added for the sake of completion. 

2. Constant Current Source "}:or Direct __ _Qur!:£nt_Arcs is presented 

in the form of a copy from The Review of Scientific Instruments 7 

Volume 27 9 No. 3 9 pages 157 - 161, March 19569 except for the 

Appendix which is added for the sake of completion. 

3. Th.§_Q£n~!:_2!._§-n£... .. ~1~bi:J.:..iza12:£!!._ of _t_he J~agnetiQ.._Field __ fo;r_§: 

Mass_§pectrometer is presented in the forl'Il of a reprint from 

The Review of Scientific Instruments 9 Volume 249 No. 6 9 

pages 413 - 4-167 June 1953. 

·---- ------
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H. T. VAN :OER WALT. -----.. ---- ---------------- --~---~-----·· --
South African l\Tat iona1 Physical La :)oratory~ Pretoria. 

S U M M A R Y, 

An el·~:ctro·-mecha.nical CLev:i.ce is descri1:Jed for computing the 

two-dimensional structure fEctor :formulae: 

1\J N-

[ {sin) 2 IThu {sin} 2 Tikvr and)~ fr{~~}2 If (hur + kvr), fr cos) r cos 

r, l r·l e~ =:. 

fr1 UrlVr are fractional and may be fed in to the third decimal 

·olace • h and k mav var;r from -20 to +20. 
.e ' u v 

Each term in the series 

is computed individually to an accuracy of apl:Jroximately t% and' is 

automatically added to the existing sum vvhilst the next term j_s being 

computed. The speed of computation is generally equal to the s;)eed 
I 

with which th~ variables of each term are fed in to the computer. 

The machine makes use of "mag slip n resolvers for com:putB.t ion of the 

trigonometrical functions. 

For reducing to reasonable proportions 7 the number of tedious 

man-hours involved in doing structure factor computations 9 a wide 

variety of devices have been developed according to the needs of 

various X-ray crystallograpb.ic laboratories. Such devices vary 

from dtc;i tal machines such as the well-known Beevers-Lipson stri·,)s (l) 

and its m~ variations 9 to electronic digital computers( 2 t and 

fronl analogue machines such as :slmple optic~1 oevioes(3) ~ to the 

large and most elegant electronic analogue computer (X-RAC) C1.evelop-

ed by PepiJ.1sky and his colleagues ( 4). Summaries ·of 9 and compl~e-

hensive reference ind,eces to probably all the more promisi.ng devices 

-:~hat have been developed are contained i:h treatises on the subject 

of X-ray C".cystallogra])hy such as Booth ( 5) ~ Pepinsky( 6) ~ Lipson c:md 

Cochrane(7)
9 

and Robertson(S). Some more recent machines are de~ 

scribed by Robertson(9) and Azaroff(lO). The latter machine~ based 

o-n an earlier machine bv McLachlan(ll)9 is a one-dimensional Fourier 
v 

synthesizer/. 
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synthesizer using a large number of resolvers. Another machine 

using resolvers has also been mentioned by Rogers(l2). 

In the South African National Phvsical Laboratorv structure u v 

factor computations have in the past been done by two skilled 

scientists using trigonometrical tables and desl[ calculators. The 

need for a computing device was felt~ the eventual design of which 

was based on the following considerations: 

l. The machine should be able to compute the formula 

N 
---r f s i_n12iihu f s j_n(2 iTkv 

;cos1 r;cos• r 
r ''· .J. '-. J 

1'=1 

which is the form to which any two dimensional structure 

factor computation can be reduced(l3); and where ur and 

vr are the fractional co-ordinates o~ the atom in the 

unit crystal cell 9 and fr is the atomic scattering factor 

expressed as a fraction of the largest scattering factor 

in consideration, ·However 9 the very useful formula 

N 
\? J sin) .- ( 1 ) 
f_/r lcosJ 2 II hur + ~cvr 
r:::1 

was included in the design since it appeared that this 

computation could be done accurately at the extra cost 

of a resolver and a differential gear assembly. 

2. The machine should be able to handle values of h and J.c 

3. 

4. 

50 

up to 20. 

There should be a large saving in man-hours. 

A relatively unskilled operator should b~ able to handle 

the machine. 

If possible 9 the machine should not be less accurate than 

the desk calculator method, say approximately 1%. 
6. The cost of the components for the machine should be in 

accordance with the amount of computatj_onal work to be 

done • 

. ~·. ' 

II/ . 
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II. G~~E~~I~N O~-~g~-~31~~9~TR~C~L~~~lQTIONS. 

F.or generatj_ne the sine or cosine functions 9 t11e newly develop--

ed "marl{ II 11 magslip resolvers were used. If these devices are 

used in conjunction with feed back ampl if.iers such as is shown in 

Fig. 1., the coupling factor between the applied sinusoidally alter

nating voltage and the voltage induced .in the appropriate rotor 

winding~ is proportional to the cosine of the angle between stator 
I 

and rotor (as measured from the position of. maximum coupling) to a 

nominal accuracy of 0.1% and with negligible phase shift and very 

little distortion(l4). 

., . INPUT 
60VSO'V 

·SMn 

RESOLVER FEED BACK AMPLIFIER 

2700 + SOJIF 
. - sov 

FIGURE 1: Diagram showing the exqitation of a resolver stator 
through a feedback amplifier. 

A similar amplifier system is applied to the quadrature stator 

windings. If there is no input to these stator windings 9 the input 

of the amplifier is short circuited, the effect of which is an en

hancement of the nominal accuracy. 

It is obvious that two or more such resolver systems may be 

conr:tected/, 
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cormectecl in cascade for the generation of a wid.e variety of sums 9 

products and the sums of products of the sines and cosines of difi"e-

rent angles. 

The rPsolvers used in this machine were Muirhead Magslip Re-

solvers Type E-24--C/l. The maximum applied voltage at 50 cycles 

per second is 60 volts r.m.s. and the maximmn coupling coefficient 

is • 98. 

To the rotor shafts of these resolvers must now be applied 

angular displacements 271hu and 2Tfkv radians (i.e. hu and kv re

volutions) as accurately as possible. 

III. GE:'"ImATION OF hu AND kv REVOLUTIONS. 
-.----·· .. ---·-~-------·......-------------·------- _,... __ _ 
After considering various means of multiplying a fraction of a 

revolution (u or v) by a variable integer (h or k), it became appa-

rent that a gea~ system held the most promise. A fixed gear ratio 

for each value of h seemed too complicated and expensive and ratios 

such as 7, 11, 13, 17 and 19 may be difficult to realize. A gear 

changing system suffers from the additional and rather serious dis

advantage that the zero must be reset or checked whenever the gear 

ratio is altered. 

The system used in this computer is shown schematically 

in Fig. 2. There is a fixed gear ratio of 1:10 between disc 
\ 

A1 and the rotor shaft of resolver A and a further gear ratio 

of 2:1 between disc A1 and disc A2. The resolver shaft will 9 

therefore 9 malce 10 complete revolutions for 1 complete revo··· 

lution o·f A1 and 20 complete revolutions for l complete revo-

lution of A2. Since for h ~- 1 only .1 of a revolution of 

disc Al is required for a full revolution of the resolver rotor, 

a complete scale for u varying from 0 to 1.000 is engraved on 

an arc of radius 8 inches and subtending an angle of 36° at 

the disc centre. T'.a.e length of the scale is ap;Jroximately 

5 inches 9 i.e. a scale length of .005 inches corresponds to 

au = .001. For h = 2, another complete scale· for u varying 

from 0 to 1.000 is marked on an arc subtending an angle of 



I 

RESOLVER A RESOLVER 8 

RESOLVER C 

I . . 
AI 

FIGURE_g: Schematic diagram of the disc and gear svstem. 
" 

72° and of a radius .32 inches less ·than that for h = 1. In this 

manner 10 different scales for u are marked on disc A1 (as shown in 

Fig. 3) covering h =-1 to 10. 

DISC 

DISC 

SCALE FOR h OR k EQUAL TO I 
SCALE FOR h OR k EQUAL TO 2 
SCALE FOR h OR k EQUAL TO 3 

ETC. 
UP TO h OR k EQUAL lO 20 

.~IGURE 3: Diagram showing the arcs on the discs on which the scal8s 
were marked. 
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For h =- ll to 20 similar scales are marked on disc A2 each compJ.etc 

scale subtendi.ng an ang-le of l8h degrees at the centre. 

cation is 9 therefore 9 achieved by two fixed gr;a~;~ ratios 9 but bv 
<I 

selecting that scale for u corresponding to tho required value of h" 

All the scales are numbered in intervals of .05 and subdivided 

into 100 equal divisions except the scales for h = 6 to 10 9 which 

are subdivided into 200 equal divisions. For positive values of 

-hu 9 the scales are marked in black 9 in a clockv;i.se direction and 

above the scale markings. For negat :i.ve values of hu the sca1es 

are num·bcrcd in rec1 9 in an anti-clockwise direction and below the 

scale markinc;s. 

The scales were subdivided by means of an accurate j:l.g borer 

and it is estimated that engraving inaccuracies . (assuming a perfect 

gear system) did not exceed .0003 radians for disc A1 and .0006 

\ radians for disc A2 in the output shaft. 

P..ll the scales had a common zero and the requ~.red sca.;le is 

selected by means of a cursor. The fixed reference line covering 

all the scales had a width of .005 inches and is situated close to 

the disc faces to prevent parallax. Assuming that u can be set 

reasonably quickly to an accuracy equal to the width of the refer·

ence line 9 the error in the output-shaft would be .05 radians for 
-;:.) 

l 

disc Al and .!.! radians for disc A2 (where'.fis the radius in inches· -- p 
of the particular scale being considered). This corresponds to 

.006 to .01 radians for disc A1 and .03 ·to .09 radians for disc A2, 

(A possible method for reducing these errors at the higher values 

of h is described in App.endi:x: I). In the preliminary stases of 

structure factor computations where the emphasis is on speed rather 

than on accuracy,· these errors are not so important 9 but i.:':l the fi-

nal stage more care should be excercised in settinrs u and v for 

higher values of h and k. 

A final rather j_mportant point concerning tl1e scales on the 

dis~is the following: since the 1.000 position on any scale is 

an exact-number of output revolutions from the zero position, this 

1.000 pos-ition is in fact another zero position for that partj_cule::.r ' 

scale/ . ., -
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scale so that another scale naturally follo wing on to thE: first 
9 

ma:1 

be marked on that arc . There are 9 therefore ~ 10 sca les for h = l 

covering the COii'lplete 3600 of arc, 5 scales for h = 2 ~ 31/3 for 

h = 3 a ~ s o on (Fig . 6. ) . If the O!,) erator has 9 for example , set 

u = .5 f or h = 10 and subsequently wishes to set u = . 5 for h = 1 9 

he need not rotate the disc al most half a r evolution j~ order to 

11 find 11 the scale for h = l (as is evident fr om Fig. 3), ~)ut may 

simply take t hat scale for h = l which happens to be op~osite the 

reference 1 ine. In t hose cases where a fraction of a scale joins 

onto t he or i _:; inal zero pos ition 9 a warnj_ng ma:.c·1::: i s added ord:;o the 

scale to avoid co nfusion. 

FIGURE 6: ------- P:J.otogra:t;h showing t he discs and also the servo motor 
as s cmi)ly. 

THE GJ11-\ RS. 

In order to reduce angular inaccuracies to a minimum ? 

high quality anti-backlash 48 p itch spur gears 9 mounted on 

ball bearings were used. :I·he! rest of t he mccha:c1ical compo-

nents were manufactured to fine tolerances (l5)and most care-

f ully ass embled (F ig. 4) . 

Figure/, 
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FIGumL.4: J?hoto c:;raph showing the complete gear system on a slotted 
mount inc; plate. 

The generation of kv is the same a s t hat for hu . Furthermore~ 

the rotor shafts of resolvers A and B are coupled by means of 

a high quality differential gear assembly (backlash practically 

zero) for the generation of (hu + kv) which is appl icd to the 

rotor of a third resolver C. 

To t he differential gear ass embly is also suitably coupled 

a hand crank. For setting hu the rotor shaft of resolver B 

is mechanically braJ . .:ed so that d:iscs A1 and A2 only respond 

to the hand crank. For subsequently settin0 kv 9 rotor shaft 

B :Ls released while A is braked. The two brakes are control-

led by a single knob. 

IV. TR"Li: MET~iO]) OF COMPUTATION. 

Mnans have still to be provided for bringing f suitably j_nto 

the computation and for r c~ cording and successively adding each in--

dividual computation. This is best expla ined by means of an 

example: 

Figure 5 shows the cornputer diagrammatically set up for compu

ting/. 
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ting 

N 
Lfr· cos 2TThur.cos 2rrkvr. 

r-1 

From a mains transformer 60 volts at 50 cycles per second is applied 

to a stator system of resolver A. It is obvious that if hu and kv 

revolutions have been applied to the rotors of resolvers A and B 

respecti~ely, the ratio of the voltage selected from resolver B to 

the input voltage is Ka .Kb. cos 2 11 hu. cos 2 rr kv:( where Ka anc_ Kb are 

the coupling factors of -the resolvers when hu = kv = 0 a...nd are 

equal to • 98). For multiplying this function by f? a 10 K. wire-

wound potentiometer is connected across the appropriate rotor wind-

ing of resolver B by means of a selector switch. 

This potentiometer has a useful angle of approximately 358° 

for which the makers specify a resistance linearity of 0.1% and 

minimurn incremental value of 0 .04}~. Fitted to the potentiometer 

is a six inch dial, (dividing the useful angle into exactly 100 

divisions) 9 with vernier on which f can be set to the third decimal 

place. 

Fed from the ·same mains transformer is a second potentiometer 

(P2) consj_sting of a 10 turn 10 K. wirewound Helipot (for which the 

makers specify a resistance linearity of 0.1% and minimum increment

al value of • 015;~) on which a voltage equal and opposite in phase 

to that on P1 can be obtained. Equality is obtained by connecting 

two high quality 1 megohm resistors betvveen the sliders of P1 and P2 

and adjusting for zero voltage:; between tJle common point of these 

resistOJ.'S Emd the common earth point of the potentiometers. This 

is done automatically as follows: 

Tho detector of the network descri1Jod above is an 

amplifier which supplies one phase of a 2-:;?hase servo 

motor ~echanica\lly coupled to the slider of P2• The 

direction of rotation is such as to make the voltage on 

the slider of P2 equal to that on P1. The total voltage 

across P2 is so selected and finally adjusted hy means of 

series resistor R1 that exactly 4 turns of P2 corresponds 

• 
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to the voltage on P1 when f. cos 211' hu. cos 2 TI'kv = l. 000, 

The centre positj_on of P2 corresponds to zero and the 

opposite direction of rotation to negative values of the 

function being computed. 

Also mechru1.ically connected to the motor via a magnetic 

clutch and a suitable gear ratio (Fig. 6) 7 aro two count-

ers rotating in opposite directions relative to each other. 

The gear ratio i.s so cb.osen that the counters will make 

exactly 100 revolutions for 4 revolutions of p2 i.e. the 

number 1000 will appear on one counter for f.cos 27Thu. 

cos 211kv = 1.000. The other counter records the comple-

mcnt of the first counter, i.e, it will show a "positive" 

number for negative values of the computation. Provided 

the magnetic clutch· is engaged? a number will therefore ap

pear on the appropriate counter equal to fr. cos 2·1Thur. 

IOk!l 

255V 
D.C. 

NEON 

230V 
so•t. 
lkn 

GEAR. 
REV, BOX REV. 

COUNTER 4:1 COUNTER 

lc:::J r--~----1 c:::J 1 
NEG, 

1 
POS. 

I 

FIGI!_RE__2__;_ The comnuter schemat5.cally set up to compute 

N 
\--, f . cos 2 1T hu • 
l--l r r 
r=l 

cos 2 Ti'"kv • 
r 

- ·~ 

The/ .• 
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The motor amplifier is conventional in design and the 

overall gain is so adjusted by means of negative feedbaclc 

that the motor system just does not oscillate. A few 

millivolts input to the amplifier causes full voltage to 

be applied to the motor and under these circumstances the 

system will successively repeat exactly on the counters any 

fixed setting of the variables on the computer and at a 

speed of approximately 100 digits on the counters per second. 

Furthe:rmore, since potentiometer P2 and resolver A arc fed 

from the same mains transforn1er, the system is independent 

of mains voltgge or frequency variations. 

V. AUfOVLAT _I C S Dl~~I!~IQJI __ Q.~-~VC _Q~~ S !VE 9 0!/~!l:~!!IQ!§. 

With the system as shown in Fig. 5 9 tho slider of P2 will 

automatically follow the value of fl. cos 2 rr hul· cos 2/fkvl 

whilst f19 ul and v1 are being adjusted and usually does so fast 

enough to attain its final position a second or two after the 

variables have been set. During this time the magnetic clutch 

has been disengaged 9 i4e. the counters have remained at zero. 

When spring biased switch n3 is momentarily pressed? relay D:J. 

and the magnetic clutch are energized and held in this state by 

q itself. Relay D2 is subsequently energized by D1 causing one 

inp~t to the motor amplifier to be disconnected from P1 and earth

ed. The motor then returns the slider of P2 to the zero position 

and a number equal to fl. cos 2 iThu1. cos 2 TTkvl appears on the 

counters. 

Whilst the motor is rotating)an appropriate proportion of 

the val tage across it is recti:fie(l and applied to the grid of the 

thyratron in order to cut it off. As soon as the motor stops ro-

tating 9 this negative bias disappears and the thyratron conducts, 

thus short circuiting relay ~ and the magnetic clutch wb.ich both 

release. D2 subsequently releases and tho motor amplifier is 

automatically reconnected to P1 • The slider of P2 then proceeds 

to take up its new position corresponding to the values f 29 u2 

and v2 which in the meantime may have been set on the computer. 

When/. 



• ·when D3 is again pressed the second computation is automatically 

added to the first on the counters. 

It is to be noted that as soon as n3 has been pressed~ 

the operator may proceed to feed in the new variables to the compu

ter without affecting the "recordine;" of the previous computation. 

Except for computations which approach unity~ the previous computa

tion will have been recorded and the slider of P2 have taken up 

its new position simultaneously with the final adjustment·of the 

new variables. The speed of computation is generallyp therefore 9 

equal to the speed with which the variables are fed into the com-

puter. 

VI, COIY.D?UTATION OFf g~~ l 2 il (hu + kv)" 
--------.. --. ill_-----~-~----------- . 
For this computation there are two possibilities: 

The first method consists of expanding sin 2 n (hu + kv) 9 say 9 

into sin 2iThu. cos 21f lev + sin 2iTkv. cos 2ff hu and applying the 

outputs from both rotor windings of resolver A to both stator wind-
• ings of resolver B. The nominal accuracy of eacl1 resolver is re-

duced to 0.2% and switching is not always straightforward. For 

example 9 since the two rotor windings of resolver A have a common 

connection 9 a complete set of stator terminals of resolver B must 

be reversed in order to effect the posj_tive sign in the above expan

sion of sin 2TT (hu + kv). 

The second method consists of adding hu and kv with a differ

ential gear assembly and applying (hu + kv) revolutions resolver to 

C. An extra resolver and a high quality differential gear is neect

ed1 but this method was preferred because of the nominal accuracy 

of 0.1% obtainable. In order to economize on feedback amplifiers 

a complete pail.., of feedback amplifiers was transferred from resolver 

B to resolver C by means of a multipole two position switch. Also 

by means of thj_s switch potentiometer :P1 was tranferred to the 

selector switch of the rotor windings of 0 and another resistor R1' 

(preadjusted to match K0 ) was substituted for R1. 

VIL ACCU:?~CY. 

To test the accuracy of the instrument 9 the following procedure 

was carried through: 

Selecting/. 
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Selecting the fl.-mction (coe 2Hh;..1.. ooc 2Yf ltv) a.~:d 

adjusting it firstly to equal + 1.000 and subsequently 

-1.000 9 the :ceadings on the counters were noted for f 

v&:~:-;·ing from 0 to 1. 000. The errors remained within the 

limits + .002 except for values of f above .97 where 

the error was ~ .003. These errors are a combination 

of the errors of potent iomcters P1 and P2 . 

The additional errors due to the resolvers are 

00 2 ,.. r sin/ 27Th 'sin] 2 n·-, d 001 ~ Is in/ 2-- (h k ) .:!: o :cort cos.J ut cos_( l _,cv an + o __ J:ort cosj H u + . v . 

Apart from the fact that the angular errors due to the 

discs and gears are not readily determined 9 the effect of 

such errors depends on the computation itself. For example 9 

the error in cos 21i hu. cos 2 ifkv due to angular errors 

(A 2 iThu) and ( A 2Trkv) radians is -- sin 2 Tfhu. cos 2 ifkv. 

(4 21Thu) +sin 2Tfkv.cos 2iThu.(l3211kv). 

However 9 in order to get some idea of the errors- to 

be expected, f. cos 2Tr kv was set equal to uni.ty and cos 2 r)hu 

then computed for values of hu varying fr.om 0 to 20 

in steps of .05 (i.e. 400 computations j_n all and corres-

pending to 1 complete revolution of disc A2). The devia-

tion from the correct values~varied between -.006 and 

+. 006 except at those positions where cos 2 ITkv should equal 

zero where tho deviation was up to + .010. 

The computation for 

n=20 
"\. --, _1 L n sin 2 ir(. 25n); cos 2 1T(xn) 

l 

(square wave) was carried through for x = 0 to 1.0 in steps 

of .05 and tho deviations from the calculated values were 

vv:Lthin + • 010. 

VIII. SPEED OF COMPUTATION. -----------····--· _________ ,... __ _ 
In the above computations reasonab1e care was taken w~_th the 

setting of the variables fr, ur and vr. In actual structure fac-
- ...__ 

'"tor computations 9 accuracy 9 speed of computation and the experience 
" 

of/. 
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of the operator are closely related. Furthennorc 9 button D3 is s o 

situated that it may be opera ted by the palm of the right hand which 

also operates the :1and cra:nl{ (Fig. 7) 9 whilst the me chanical brakes 

ar e oper< ~. tcd by t ]1e left hand. 

STRUCTURE FACTOR COMPU TE R 

~ ,; • ~ 
-(9 11111:1 --· - ~- -.. 

"' 

--..... -
II 

-

~..fGURJi_]: Photograph showine; t he f r ont panel of the computer. 

It may perhap s be ment i oned tha t the: first time a particular 

OlJ erator (relat :;_-;rely unskilled in t he use of sctentif ic . machines ) 

us ed t h;; comput er 9 he did 10 structure f a ctor computations in an 

hour 9 and except for the f irst COD1l)Utat ion, the others agreed 

exactly with the structure factors a s computed by the desk ca lcu

lator method (two skilled s cientists ) at a rate of 7 to 10 minut es 

each. 
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A P P E N D I X. ·--·-----·--·---
L 

Fj_gure 8 shows an alternative method for the generation of hu 

or kv revolutions. Four s:Lx inch diameter hollow drums E1 to E4 

are used instead of discs A1 and A2~ The scales for h = 1 to 5 are 

marked on drum E:l_, each scale subtending an angle of 72 h degrees at 

the axj .. s of the drum; the scales for h = 6 to 10 are marked on E2 9 

each scale subtending 36 h degrees 9 the scales for h = 11 to 15 on 

E3, each scale subtending 24 h degrees and the scales for h = 16 to 

20 on E4 9 each scale subtending 18 h degrees. The angular error 

which the width of a .005 inch wide reference line would cause in the 

output shaft is constant at ap~roximately .008 radians for drum E1 9 

.017 radians for E2, .025 radians for E3and .033 radians for·E4. 

ISO 
100 75 -

u 
n 

'I-

TO RESOLVER 

60 

240 

TO DIFFERENTIAL 
50 ~ 

u u 
n n 

n 

FIGURE 8: Diagram of an_alternate method for the generation of hu 
or kv revolutions. 

A P P ·r.· ~!.. D T X 
-·----~·--::-:!..-~- ~ 

IL 

The circuit diagram of the servo motor am~lifier is shown in 

Fig. 9 and the circuit diagram of the power supplies o:f the computer 

in Fig. 10. 
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Constant Current Source for Direct Current Arcs 
N. T. \'AS Df:lt WALT 

i\'ati~>nnl l'ltysiral Labortllory, C1>unciJ for Scimtijic ana lndustTial RuMrch, l'rrtoria, Smtih !lfrica 

(Rccd,·ed Septcmher 26, 1955; revised \'Crsion recein•d I>N:emhcr 2.l, 1955) 

A methrnl is descrihetl hy means of which the dirN"t current of a spcctrochcmiral arc is kept constant at any 
va~ue. het~,·een J a~d 20j amp in steps of lamp, independent of arc ga]l or the material to be e.xcitetl. The 
pnnnple mvoh-cd Js phase control on the grids of thymtrons and the design features which afTect this partic--
ular application arc discussed. , 

INTRODUCTION 

REPRODUCTIONS of typical patterns of arc 
current using a 240 v 300 amp-hr battery are 

shown in Fig. 1 (a) and 2(a). Figure 1 shows the arc 
current for a conducting material (Pfund arc7) and 
Fig. 2 for a nonconducting material. For the excitation 
of nonconducting materials the arc current is preset on 
the "short circuit" value by means of a series ballast 
resistor, while the Pfund arc is usually regulated to 4 
or 6 amp while the arc is operating. 

Reviewing the literature the usefulness of a constant 
current arc source became apparent. 1- 4 The specifi
cations and desirable features set by the Spectro
chemical Subdivision are summarized below. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

1. The regulation should be such that the current 
variations are eliminated or considerably reduced. 

2. It should be possible to select any value of constant 
current up to 20 amp and any such selected value 
should be accurately repeatable at any time and should 
be independent of the material to be excited. 

3. The arc source should be supplied directly off SO 
cps three phase or single phase mains and the constancy 
of arc current should be independent of mains frequency 
and voltage variations. 

4. The maximum de output voltage should be 
approximately 200. 

\0) (b) 

·~ 

• 

8 6 • 2 0 6 • 2 0 

- TIUE (UIN) 

FJG. 1. Records of arc current for a conducting material using 
(a) hatteries, and (h) the constant current source. 

----
1 Green and Kuper, Rev. Sci. Instr. 11, 250 (1940). 
1 Potter and Scott, Rev. Sci. Jnstr. 18, 722 (1947). 
a Fettcrley and Ha7.el, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 40, 76 (1950). 
• Smith and Wiggins, Spcctrochim. Acta 3, .l27 (1948). 

5. The percentage "ripple" should not exceed the 
value generally obtained in some c:ommerdally a\'ail
able rectifier arc source systems. 

6. The unit should be transportable between rooms. 
i. A relatively unskilled operator should be able to 

handle the unit for routine analvscs. 
8. The unit should be suit;bly protected against 

overcurrent and short circuits and should not be 
dangerous to the operator. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE CIRCUIT 

Considerin~ the 4-kw output power required it was 
considered desirable to usc the available 400 v 50 cps, 
three phase mains supply as input. 

The basic circuit diagram is shown in Fig .• 3. 
From the three-phase mains is obtained, by means of 

two s1.:gle phase "Scott"-connected transformers an 
isolated 250 v rms, 1.8 kva per phase, four phase 
system. (Va iri' Fig. 3). 
· From this system are obtained: 

1. The anode and filament supplies (through ap
propriate filament transformers not shown in Fig. 3) 
for four FG 1 i2 General . Electric t hyratror.s, each 
having a continuous rating of 6.4 amp. (25.6 amp total). 

2. The filament and .300 v high tension supplies for 
the de amplifier and its regulated power supply (also 
not shown in Fig. 3). 

3. Two 75 v supplies, tapped off appropriate phases 
for the ac bridge systems which ~upply variable phase 
grid voltages to the thyratrons. 

..., 

.! 13 

... 
z 12 .. 
a 
a 
:> II 
u 

10 

8 

' 

I 
(bl 101 

I 

~I 
'. 

- TIUE (UIN) 
• 3 12 I 0 • 3 a I 0 

FJG. 2. Records of arc current for a nonconducting material using 
(a) batteries, and (b) the constant current sourer. 
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FIG. 3. Basic circuit diagram of the tfrt1t. 

Series connected in the common cathode circuit are 
a current smoothing choke L1, an ammeter, the coil of 
an over-current relay A 4, the arc, and a system of 
"standard" resistors Ro1 to Ro1 which may he switched 
in'any parallel combination. 

The difference in voltage between V 1, the voltage 
across Ro, and Vo a "standard" voltage obtained from 
the regulated power supply is amplified in a de amplifier 
and appears as a variation in i, the de control current 
of saturable reactors X1 and X2. A variation in i from 
0 to 0.8 rna changes the alternating inductance Lac of 
the reactors from approximately 60 henries to 
practically zero. · 

By means of positive feedback through resistors 
R4, R6, and R& the forward gain K 1 of the de amplifier 
1s increased to almost "infinity" over its operating 

Va 

FIG. 4. Vector diagram of the phase shifting bridge Circuits. 

range.6 The negative transient feed-back through C2 

and R2 serves not only to stabilize the system as a 
whole and to improve the transient response, but also 
to smooth out the ripple in V1, which may otherwise 
have overloaded the amplifier. 

The output voltages from the bridge circuits of which 
X 1 and X 2 form part, are fed to the grids of the thyra
trans by means of transformers and resistance
capacitance networks. 

A vector diagram of a bridge circuit showing the 
phase relationship between the anode and grid voltages 
of thyratron No. 3 is shown in Fig. 4, and the wave
shapes are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that as i 
increases, Lac decreases and a increases, making 
available to the arc current an average voltage V 1 

proportional to the shaded areas in Fig. 5. Neglecting 
tJ:Je.volt drop across the thyratrons a curve showing 
the relationship between V, and i is shown in Fig. 6. 

AJairly large inductance L, in series with the arc 
is necessary for reducing ripple and for preventing 
the._aic current from being discontinuous (especially 
for a <90°). This choke consists of two series connected 
windings of 150 turns # 10 SWG wire each, wound on 
opposite legs of a 10-in. square laminated iron core of 
3-in. sq cross section. The choke is used without an 
air-gap and has a direct current resistance of 0.4 ohm. 

For Vo a value of 25 v was chosen and any change 

6 Valley and. Wallman, Vacuwn Tt1be A mplijius, Radiation 
Laboratory Senes, Vol. 18, p. 475. (McGraw-Hill Book Company 
Inc., New York, 1948). 
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in its value due to voltage or resistance changes was 
observed to be negligible. 

~ince 1/~o= 1/Rot+l/Rot+ · · ·1/Ro7 each admitance 
umt cont~1butes a fixed value of current to [

0
• The 

total adm1ttance unit consists of three 5 amp units 
two 2 amp units, one 1 amp unit and a! amp unit~ 
I hat any. value of I o between ! and 20! amp may be 
selected m steps of ! amp. The units were made of 
Eureka wire and were large enough for any resistance 
change due to self-heating to be negligible. 

For improving the accuracy of spectrochemical 
analyses especially when a large number of successive 
exposures are to be made at the same current, it has 
b~en. f?un? exP_C~ient to extinguish the arc by short 
nr~mhng 1t. This 1s done by a 40 amp solenoid operated 
sw1tch (A b) remotely controlled by a switch (A e) 
usually attached to the arc cabinet door. By this 
method any cooling down of the components of the 
source unit between exposures is prevented, thus 
keeping the conditions at which successive exposures 
are made more nearly the same. 

The apparatus was built into a steel cabinet 2X 2X 4! 
ft high and was mounted on wheels. 

PROTECTION AND SWITCHING 

Referring to Fig. 3, At is a 7.5 kva three phase 
starting switch, with over-current relays, and switches 
on the four phase transformer, and consequently the 
thyratron filaments, the de amplifier and its regulated 
power supply and time delay switch A1. 

Switch A 2 is of the self-resetting type and is set to 
have a time delay of six minutes for the protection of 
the thyratrons. It controls the solenoid of switch Aa 
which is similar to A • but adapted for four lines. 

In series with the solenoid of A3 is also a switch A 4 

which is controlled by a 25 amp over-current coil in 
the cathode circuit of the thyratrons. A 4 can also be 
switched by hand. 

RIPPLE 

The 200 cps ripple in the arc current has the effect 
of alternating current superimposed on the direct 
current and since alternating current may cause 
stroboscopic effects when rotating sectors are used in 
spectrochemical analysis, the percentage ripple should 
not be excessive. 

The larger the effective time constant T1 of the arc 
current circuit, the smaller is the percentage ripple. 
It can be shown that T1 is almost independent of arc 
current but decreases as the average value of arc 
voltage increases. On the other hand for larger values of 
arc voltage, the voltage pulses (Fig. 4) made available 
by the thyratrons are larger and the amount of smooth
ing required on the arc current is smaller. 

The percentage ripple, measured at 50 v across the 
arc, remained very nearly constant at 21% over the 
whole current range except between 4 and 6 amp where 

• • a • 

FrG. 5. Diapam showing the relative Wllve shapes of the anode 
and pic! voltqa of a thyratlon. 

the ripple went up to 24%. At 100 v across the arc, 
the ripple decreased to 14%; at 150 v to 10%. 

Although the percentage ripple is generally larger 
than the 18% which was measured in a commercially 
available rectifier arc source, no stroboscopic effects 
were noticed when a 2 to 1 sector rotating at 600 rpm 
was used. A six phase system would of course yield 
less ripple and so would a larger choke; however, 
another perhaps more important effect of too large a 
choke·is that the ability of the system to "recover" 
from a disturbance would be adversely affected. 

AUTOMATIC REGULATION AND TRANSFER 
FUNCTIONS 

Considering the system as a whole it can be seen that 
if I o drops from the desired value (because of an increase 
in the equivalent arc resistance Ro say), V1 becomes 
less than the reference voltage V0, i increases, Loe 
decreases, a increases and eventually V, increases to 
compensate for the increase in Ro and to bring / 0 again 
to the desired value. 

A block diagram with the relevant circuit elements is 
shown in Fig. 7. 

Assuming that K 1- oo (i.e., the de amplifier 
behaves as a perfect integrator by virtue of the negative 
feedback through C2), it can be shown that the Laplace 
transform of the closed loop transfer function of the 
system is 

Vo K·G(s) 
Io(s)=-· , 

Ro l+K·G(s) 
(1) 

/ -
/ 

v 
ISO v 

/ 
,_/ 

100 

v~'" 
0 

·I ·2 ·3 ·4 ·S -6 ·7 ·I ·• 
MILLI-

FJG. 6. Curve showing the average volta~ on the cathodes of 
the thyratrons oersw the control current of the saturable reactors. 
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FtG. 7. Equivalent block diagram of the control system. 

where 
Ro 1 1 

and 

K ·-·--·Z,. 
Ro+Ra(s)+Rb C2 R1·Ra 

(2) 

1 t+T2s 
G(s)=-· --·. 

s (l+Tis)(l+ T~s) 
(3) 

Ro+ Ra+ Rb is the total effective resistance of the arc 
current circuit. T2=C2R2 and Ta=La/Ra where La is a 
function of i and Ra is the total effective resistance in the 
circuit of i. Since both i and V1 are functions 'of a we 
write V 1(s)=Z,.i(s) where Z,. as a function o(tcan be 
determined empirically (see Fig. 6). 

From the above equations it is evident that within 
the operating range of the instrument (a< 135°) and 
in the ideal case when K 1 approaches "infinity" the 
value of / 0 in the steady state (s---+ 0) is equal to Vol Ro 
and is independent of the other parameters in the 
circuit. ForK 1 finite it can·be shown that theJractional 
error in the steady state is equal to 1/K ·K;':'_R1C2. K is 
nonlinear and depends Qn arc voltage but by .tliaking K t 

sufficiently large the steady state error can be 'reduced 
to the proportions of drift effects in the amplifi.er over 

,'I' .• 

most of the operating range of the unit. "t· .:· 

TRANSIENT RESPONSE 

Variations in Io are caused by variations in equivalent 
arc resistance. A rigorous analysis of Io(s) in terms of 
t.Ra(s) is not readily made but some relevant remarks 
concerning the "recovery" of the system from such a 

lO) 

FtG. 8. Records of the change in arc current due to a sudden 
change of tO% in arc resistance at (a) 5 amp arc current and 50 v 
across the arc, and (h) to amp arc current and 150 v across the 
arc. 

disturbance can be made by inspection of the parameters 
in the open loop transfer function K · G(s). 

Provided the various time constants are such that 
the system is stable and adequately damped, the effect 
of Ra on / 0 will be smaller for a high value of K and 
the recovery will be faster. 

l. Since Ro/(Ro+Ra+R~)= Vu/lt~·lofV,, K is in
dependent of / 0 but is inversely proportional to V,. 
Furthermore z,. decreases as V1 increases so that the 
response time will be slower at higher arc voltages but 
will be almost unaffected by arc current. 

2. A relatively small value of C2 should be chosen 
when making up the required value of T2. 

3. It is desirable that the de amplifter should have a 
high input impedance so that R 1 should be relatively 
large. 

4. Ra is composed of the de resistance of X 1 and X 2, 

the dynamic plate resistance of the 6SN7 and a series 
lOK resistor. Whereas it seems desirable that Ra should 
be small a relatively large value reduces Ta to negligible 
proportions and the lOK resistor increases the amount 
of voltage available for feed-back through R£2." 

5. Since T 3 is small it seems from G(s) that the 
response time of the system will be fastest when T 2 is 
equal to the incremental value of Tt when the dis
turbance occurs. However, this incremental value of 
T 1 is almost independent of /o but decreases as V, 
increases so that T 2 was experimentally so chosen that 
the recovery of the system was fastest at arc voltages 
which are most likely to occur (i.e., between 40 
and 70 v). 

To test the response~. of the system over its whole 
range of operation the a'rc was replaced by two parallel 
resistors of appropriate values. The one resistor had a 
value ten times that of the other and by switching it 
in and out an effective step function change of l{Yfo was 

TABLE I. Percentage instantaneous change in arc current due 
to a sudden 10% change in equivalent arc resistance and the 
equivalent time constant with which such a change in current 
decreases to zero taken at different arc currents and arr voltages. 

Current Volts across Equivalent 
amp arc !J.lo max time constant 

2.5 50 0.6 0.7 sec 
100 0.9 0.8 
150 1.4 0.9 ,. 

'5 50 0.6 0.6 
100 0.8 '"•1.0 
150 1.2 1.0 

10 50 0.6 0.8 
100 0.8 1.1 
150 1.4 1.6 

15 50 0.7 0.5 
100 0.9 1.2 
150 1.9."- 2.1 

20 50 0.7 0.6 
,.100 1.0· 1.5 
d'SO 2.0 2.3 
"Y 
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TABU: II. Relative deviations (R) of spcctmlline intensity mtios. 

Sr4078 Bn4SS4 Mn40JO MgJJJ6 
Cr4254 Cr4254 Cr4254 Sn3262 

Constant current 
source 16% 21~ 12~ tli! Batteries 19% 19 0 13 

achieved in Ro. A de amplifier was connected between 
Ro and an external stable supply of 25 v. A fast pen 
recorder with a flat frequency response up to 100 cps 
was connected to the output of the amplifier in order to 
record lllo. The amplifier input circuit was given a time 
constant of 0.2 sec for smoothing out excessive ripple 
in V 1 which would otherwise mask t~e. effect of Ill 0• 

Figure 8(a) shows a record of lll0 taken at 5 amp and 
50 v across the arc and 8(b) a similar record taken at 
10 amp and 150 v across the arc. The almost instan
taneous change lllo max which ~ccurs when the step 
function is applied decreases to zero almost exponen
tially. In Table I is shown the percentage values of 
lllo max due to an instantaneous change of 10% in Ra 
and also the equivalent time constants with which 
Ill o max decreases to zero. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Shown in Fig. 1 (b) and 2 (b) are records of arc 
current taken with similar electrodes and the same 
materials as the curves on the left hand sides but with 
the above apparatus as current source instead of 
batteries. It is clear that the apparatus is capable. of 
compensating almost entirely fot: slow variation ih arc 
resistance. For rapid variations in:·arc resistance such 
as would appear in the excitation of nonconducting 
materials the variation in arc current is approximately 
1 to 2% although the average is much more constant. 

In order to determine what improvements, if any, are 
obtained when the constant current source is used to 
excite the analytic samples for spectrochemical analysis, 
the standard and relative deviations of the intensity 
ratios of certain line pairs were calculated. The sample 
used was a synthetic plant material containing lithium 
carbonate as buffer, Ten exposures were made using 
the constant current source and ten using batteries. 
A four step rotating sector was used in both cases. The 
intensity of the lines was measured on a modified 
Zeiss "Spektrollinien Photometer" and the intensity 
ratios and their standard (S) and relative (R) deviations 
calculated. The intensity ratios were calculated in a 
modified A.R.L. calculating board fitted with Seidel 
scales and the deviations according to the formulas: 

S=(~)t and 
n-,1 

s 
R=-XlOOo/c, 

X 

NaJJ02 CaJ274 
Sn3262 Sn3262 

12% 10%.\ 
21% 13~_-, 

CaJ179 AIJ082 
Sn3262 Sn3262 

14% II% 
25% 17% 

F~.1021 
Sn3262 

II~ 
11'1o 

Mn2802 
Sn2839 

10o/ 
21% 

where d=difference of each value from the mean; 
n=number of values; x=arithmetic mean. 

The relative deviations can be seen in Table II from 
which it appears that in general the deviations when 
using the constant current source are never much 
greater and often much smaller than when using 
batteries. 

As a further comparison of the two types of current 
sources forty spectra were recorded at 4 anip and forty 
at 6 amp, on an liford Ordinary plate from a Pfund 
iron arc, a standard light source that is often used for 
plate calibration and absorption photometry.& At each 
value of current twenty spectra were obtained from 
the constant current source and twenty from the 
batteries. The intensities of two of the iron lines 
Fe 3163.9 and Fe 3172.1 used by Hasler7 for plate 
calibration were measured and the relative deviations 
of the intensities of the two lines were calculated. 
Table III gives·the relative deviations obtained from 
the constant. current source showing a very definite 
improvement.. as far as the reproducibility of the 
intensity of the line from exposure to exposure is 
concerned. 

TABLE III. Relative deviation (R) of spectral line 
intensity from Pfund iron arc. 

4amp 6amp 
3163.9A 3172.1 A 3163.9A 3172.1 A 

Constant current 
source 

Batteries 
7% 

10% 
7% 

10% 
4% 

10% 
S% 

10% 

A further paper by Strasheim and Keddy in connec
tion with the use of the constant current source in 
spectrochemical analysis will appear shortly in Spectro
chemica A eta. 
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· The circuit diagram of the "Scott "-connected transformers for 

obtaining a four-phase system, the filament transformers for the thy

rations and the 250 volt 9 60 milliamp d.c. regulated power supply, 

is shown in Fig. 9. 

The specifications of the "Scott 11 - connected transformers are:

(a) lv.rAIN TRANSFOMER. 

I,: 
l 

£!:~~r.x.:_ 400 volts centre tapped, 10.39 amps 4.16 K, V .A. 

Sec~~~~J[: 500 volts centre tapped (with a tap also at 75-

volts from the centre tap) 7. 2 amps, 3. 6 IL V.A. 

Extra turns capable of carrying 0. 2 amps are 1;ro-

vided at the end of 500 volt winding in order to 

obtain a 600 volt centre tapped supply for the 

.. d.c. power supply. 

346.4 volts9 10.39 amps, 3.6 K.V.A. 

Se.~Q._n,.d~!:E 500 volts centre tapped (with a tap also at 75 

volts from the centre tap) 7.2 amps, 3.6 K.V.A. 
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The Control and Stabilization of the Magnetic Field for a Mass Spectrometer 

N. T. VAN :DER WALT 

National Physical Laboratory, Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, Pretoria, South Africa 
(Received June 11, 1952) . 

A method is described by means of which the ~agnetic field for a mass spectrometer is stabilizGd t~ 
within one part in 25 OOQ over a period of 30 minutes at any value of flux density within its variabl~ range 
of 580 gauss to 9.3 kilogauss. 

INTRODUCTION 

I N the magnetic deflection type of mass spectrometer 
all ions of the same m/ e ratio are focused onto a 

collector by a particular magnetic field of flux density 
B1 (say). B1 must be sufficiently stable to allow the 
resolution of 1 mass unit from ion beams containing 
masses up to 450. Although a stability of 1 part in 5000 
seemed to be sufficient,! the aim was a stability of 1 part 
in SO 000. Furthermore, it must be possible to vary B1 

~cording to the particular value of m/ e, and in order to 
:;tudy the shape of the output peak on the collector, B 1 

must be varied smoothly and linearly over: the relevant . 
range. 

An electromagnet is generally used to produce B1• 

The control and stability of B1 is usually achieved by 
controling and stabilizing the magnetizing current.2 A 
stable relation between current and flux density is relied 
upon. · 

Rotating fluxmeters are frequently used for measur
ing B1. In some cases the output of a search coil S1 
rotating at a constant speed in B1 is measured,2 while 
in other cases the output of S1 is compared against the 
output of a similar search coil S2 rotating synchronously 
in time and space with S 1 in a magnetic field (B2) of 
known or calculable flux density.3•4 In the system 
described below (Fig. 1) a permanent magnet is used 
for a "reference" :field (B2) in a manner similar to that 
described by Caldecourt. 5 

The outputs of S1 and S2 are rectified mechanically 

1 A. 0. Nier, Rev. Sci. Instr. IS, 398 (1947). 
2 Hipple, Grove, and Hickam, Rev. Sci. Instr. 16, 69 (1945). 
3 L. M. Langer and F. R. Scott, Rev. Sci. Instr. 21, 522 (1950). 
4 Hedgran, Siegbahn, and Svartholm, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 

63, 960 (1950); further details by A. Hedgran in Manne Siegbahn 
Anniversary Volume, pages 268-279, November, 1951. 

• V. ]. Caldecourt, Rev. Sci. Instr. 21, 772 (1950). 

(M1 and M2) and compared·in a de amplifier which 
controls the magnetizing current of the spectrometer 
magnet so as to equalize the outputs of S 1 and S 2• In 
this manner the stability of B1 is referred to B2, and the 
control is referred to the fraction of the output of s2 
tapped off by the slider of a helically wound potentiom
eter. Instabilities in amplifier gain, relation between B1 

and magnetizing current, etc., are reduced to second-
order effects. · 

In order not to influence the operation of the. spec
trometer, it was necessary to mount the driving motor 
and "reference" magnet some distance from the elec" 
trometer tube and magnet. 

THE CONTROL CIRCUIT 

A circuit diagram of the de amplifier is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

e1, the rectified output of S1 and e2, a fraction of the 
rectified output from S2, tapped off by means of a 
precision "Helipot" potentiometer R 3, are fed to the 
grids of differential amplifier V1• Whatever the re
spective values of e1 and e2, only the amplified difference 
between e2 and e1 appears across the smoothing con
denser Cp. This difference is further differentially 
amplified by v2 and brought to a single output terminal 
before it is fed via a level changing battery to the grids 
of four current amplifier tubes in parallel. The sense of 
the current change in the electromagnet is so as to 
reduce the absolute value of (e2-e1). It should be noted 
here that the action of the circuit is to control e1 relative 
to e2. The control of B1 then dep<mds on its relation 
to e2 and e1. 

vl and v2 were specially selected to have identical 
JJ.'S and gm's in each section. This feature, together with 
"constant current devices" used as common cathode 
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FIG. 1. Circuit diagram. 

loads, makes the differential amplifiers independent, to 
a large extent, of common mode variations and drift 
resulting from heater voltage variations. Their outputs 
are also more nearly linear because of mutual cancella
tion of plate resistance variations. All these effects are 
conducive to a highly stable gain and freedom from 
drift. 

Nichrome wire wound resistors and high precision 
Welwyn carbon resistors of sufficiently high power 
ratings to prevent any self-heating were used through
out. The -400-volt power supply had a stability of 1 in 
3000 for a 5 percent change in mains voltage. No 
current was drawn from the 67!-volt battery, but it 
was replaced regularly together with other batteries 
used in the spectrometer. 

The high resistance voltmeter connected across M1 
measures B1 to the accuracy of the driving motor speed. 

Series 'resistance R4 was so adjusted that the 780-volt 
power supply is not overloaded when the slider of R 3 is 
turned to its maximum value. 

TRANSIENT RESPONSE 

-It is often necessary to "scan" the spectrum by 
varying B1linearly from one value to another. This may 
be done by driving the slider of Ra at a constant rate 
over the relevant range. Assuming an ideal relation 
between e1 and B1, the speed of response of e1 to a sudden 
change in e2 may conveniently be tested by suddenly 
shorting R4 (of appropriate value for this particular 
purpose). 

Noting that in the. transient state e1 and e2 are 
functions of time, the· Laplace transform of the system 

differential equation is given by 

K1K2KaK4Ks . 
e1(s)= [e2(s)-e1(s)], (1) 

(1+sTp)(1+sT1) 

where K1=voltage gain of V1=60, K2=voltage gain of 
V2=30, K 3=gain of current amplifier=2.6 mA/v, K4 
=sensitivity of the electromagnet= 36 gauss/rnA, K s 
=sensitivity of 51=2.9 v/kilogauss, Tp=smoothing 
time constant=Cp.Rp=0.025 sec, Rp=output imped
ance of V1=250 K, T1=time constant of the electro
magnet= 1Ssec, and K=K1K2KaK~s=SOO (approx). 

From Eq. (1) it can be seen that in the steady state 
the "error" 

(2) 

increases linearly with e1. However, by means of poten
tiometer R5, (e2-e1) may be set to vary from a negative 
to a positive value. Furthermore, at high magnetizing 
currents K 4 is smaller as a result of magnetic leakage, 
and at low currents K 3 is smaller because of the current 
amplifier "cutting off." 

For a step function input of e2 (i.e., e2(s)= 1/s) the 
response of e1 is given by 

K 
e1(s) . (3) 

s[ (1 +sT p) (1 +sT1)+ K] 

As a result of almost instantaneous overloading of 
V2, Eq. (3) is linear only over a range of (e2- e1) of less 
than O.l volt. However, when V2 overloads, the current 
amplifier forces a current thr<mgh the electromagnet 
which tends, with a time constant T" to a value corre
sponding to the voltage on its grids. This state of affairs 
persists until e1 is of such a value as to bring the 
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system within its linear range.' It is, therefore, to be 
expected that the response will vary depending on the 
initial value of e1, but that the response will be faster 
than the response of the magnetizing current to a step 
voltage input directly to the electromagnet. Transient 
oscillations are sensitive to Tp/T1 and therefore limit the 
value of CP. Any ripple in the magnetizing current is 
further almost entirely eliminated by the high time 
constant Tj. 

The response of e1 to a step function change in e2 

from 20 to 10 volts is shown in Fig. 2. Because of this 
relatively fast time of response, a constant rate of scan 
of B1 up to 200 gauss per second may be achieved by 
driving the slider of R3 at a constant speed. 

By u~ing integrating amplifiers well known in servo
mechanism practice (e2-e1) may be practically reduced 
to zero and the time of response slightly increased; 
However, it has been found that stability is adversely 
affected and an extra amplifying stage to rectify 
matters was hardly considered worth while. 

STABILITY 

Assuming that M 1 and M 2 are mechanically sound 
and that e1 and e2 feed into "infinite" impedances, 

(4) 

and 

for 

R.' 

where R.' =resistance of the voltmeter across M 1 = 60K 
at the 1.5-volt multiplier setting; Rr' =resistance of 5 1 
plus M1=750 ohms; R.''=R3+R4=103K (R3 and R4 
are considered as a single resistance because they have 
identical electrical properties). R2"=resistance of 5 2 
plus M2=1500 ohms; A1N1=area turns of 51; A2N2 
=area turns of 52; f =frequency of the driving motor 
=! mains frequency; k =fraction of R3+ R4 tapped off 
by the slider of R3; and e2/k=30 volts (average). 

From Eqs. (2), (4), and (5), and if 1/K«1, 

. [ 1 ][ R2"][ Rr']A2N2 B1=k 1-- 1--
11 

1+-, --B2. 
K Rv Rv A1N1 

(6) 

By inspection of Eq. (6) the following remarks can 
be made concerning the stability of B1: 

(1) Since B1 is directly proportional to k, the dial of 
potentiometer R3 may be calibrated in terms of B1. 

(2) Since K = 500 a 1 percent instability in K would 
cause an instability of 2 parts in 100 000 in B1. 

(3) Contact resistance changes in M2 being negligible 
compared with Rv", temperature changes are the main 

cause for variations in R2"/Rv"· Rl'. (copper) having 
a temperature coefficient of +0.4 percent;oc and R;," 
(nichrome)+0.02 percent;oc, a temperature variation 
of 1 °C would cause a variation in B1 of 6 parts in 
100 000. 

(4) Similarly Rr' having a temperat~re coefficient of 
+0.4 percent;oc and Rv' (Welwyn resistor) a tempera
ture coefficient of -0.02 percent;oc, a temperature 
variation of 1 °C would cause a variation of 5 parts in 
100 000 in B1 at the 1.5-volt multiplier setting. This 
variation in B1 is inversely proportional to the multiplier 
setting. 

(5) Effects (3) and (4) oppose each other. 
(6) Except if 51 and 5 2 are loos~ly wound or badly 

constructed, variations in A 2N 2/ A 1N 1 can only occur 
if A1 and A 2 have different coefficients of expansion. 

(7) B1 is directly dependent on B2• For a good quality 
permanent magnet with a low temperature coefficient, 
instabilities in B2 over a period of about an hour are 
very small, provided that the room temperature re
mains reasonably constant. It is· also essential that, 
while the spectrometer is in use, no ferromagnetic 
material is moved near the magnet so as to influence B2. 

(8) The only other effect that may influence B1 is 
zero drift in the amplifier. This effect is difficult to 
estimate and depends to a large extent on a choice of 
components. However, every reasonable precaution has 
been taken to eliminate zero drift. 

Whereas it is difficult to measure the absolute 
stability of B1 directly, the fractional stability !l.B1/ Br 
may be measured to a fair degree of accuracy by meas
uring t:..(e2-e1)/e1, as is evident from the following 
remarks: 

(1) Since !l.1B1/B1= (1/K)(t:..K/K) (Eq. 6) and 
!l.K/K= -t:..1(e2-e1)!e1 (Eq. 2), +t:..1B1/B1 caused by 
a variation t:..Kis equal to - (1jK)[t:..1(e2-e1)/e1]. 

(2) +t:..2B1/B1 resulting from variations +t:..(R1'/R.'), 
and -t:..(A1N1) (Eq. 6) is equal to -t:..2e1/e1 because of 
the same variations (Eq. 4). 

(3) Similarly, +t:..3B1/B1=+!l.3e2/e2 resulting from 
-t:..(R2"/Rv"), +t:..(A 2N2) and +t:..B2 [Eqs. (6) and 
(5)]. 

(4) A variation +t:..J in f causes no variation in Br 
but would cause +t:..e1/e1 = +t:..e2/e2 (Eqs. 4 and 5). For 
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10 -1----------- - ........ =-=....-------
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FIG. 2. Response of e, to a step function change in e2• 
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(e,- e,) = B MILLIVOLTS 

' ' IS MINUTES-

TIME 

FrG. 3. Record of (e2-c1) over a period 
of approximately 30 minutes. 

;::;;:::::"• = 25·5 VOLTS 

•, 

IS MINUTE·s~ 

TIME 

FIG. 4. Records of e, and e2 over periods of 
approximately 30 minutes each. 

~~ very nearly equal to e2 ~(e2-e1)/er, a result of ~f, 
rs zero. 

(5) Since zero drift directly causes ~4(e2- e1), 

~4Br ~4(e2-er) 

Summing the above we have that total 

~2e1 ~3e2 ~4(e2-e1) 
-- ------ -+-+---

For er = e2 (nearly) 

~B1 ~1 Ce2-e1) 1 ~1(e2-e1) 
(7) 

K 

where ~1 denotes a variation in (e2- e1) caused by all 
the above effects except ~K. Total ~(e2-e1) = ~ 1 (e2-e1) 

• 

+~1(e2-e1) may be measured by connecting a Brown 
recording potentiometer directly across the grids of Vr. 
At balance, the effective imp€dance of the potentiometer 
is iniinite. This potentiometer automatically stand
ardizes itself against an internal standard cell every 15 
minutes (the encircled points on Figs. 3 and 4). 

A typical record of (e2-e1) taken over a period of 
about 30 minutes is shown on Fig. 3 and a record of 
e1 taken immediately afterwards and without disturbing 

· the system, on Fig. 4. 
By inspection of Eq. 7 it can be seen that unless 

~r(e2-er) and ~1 (e2-er) are such that they oppose 
each other almost perfectly over the whole period of the 
record on Fig. 3 (which is highly improbable), l!..Br/Br 
is nearly equal to ~(e2-e1)/e1. 

The variation ~ (e2- e1) at a level of e1 of about 25 
volts is considerably less than 1 millivolt. This yields a 
fractional stability ~B1/B1 of better than one part in 
25 000 over a period of half an hour. At no time, after a 
reasonable warming-up period, has the stability I.Jeen 
found to be worse. 

A record of e2 was also taken on Fig. 4, but at a 
different setting of B1 so that the two traces did not 
coincide. These two records show that the v:;triations in 
e1 and e2 are of the same order. These variations are 
typical of the loc:;tl mains frequency (which is hand con
trolled at the power station). 

Finally it could be added that the system lived up to 
all expectations when used on the mass spectrometer as 
a whole. It could, of. course, also be used in other 
problems where a controled magnetic field is required. 

The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to 
Mr. J.D. Louw,* who is building this mass spectrom
eter, for much assistance given him and to the South 
African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 
with whose permission this paper is published. 

*Also of the National Physical Laboratory, Pretoria, South 
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